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Abstract
We develop and apply several novel methods quantifying dynamic
multi-agent team interactions. These interactions are detected informationtheoretically and captured in two ways: via (i) directed networks (interaction diagrams) representing significant coupled dynamics between pairs of
agents, and (ii) state-space plots (coherence diagrams) showing coherent
structures in Shannon information dynamics. This model-free analysis
relates, on the one hand, the information transfer to responsiveness of
the agents and the team, and, on the other hand, the information storage within the team to the team’s rigidity and lack of tactical flexibility.
The resultant interaction and coherence diagrams reveal implicit interactions, across teams, that may be spatially long-ranged. The analysis was
verified with a statistically significant number of experiments (using simulated football games, produced during RoboCup 2D Simulation League
matches), identifying the zones of the most intense competition, the extent and types of interactions, and the correlation between the strength
of specific interactions and the results of the matches.
Keywords: multi-agent dynamics, distributed computation, implicit
communication, information storage, information transfer.
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1

Introduction

Multi-agent dynamics in complex biological or technological systems typically
involve distributed communications and control, and their rigorous analysis becomes increasingly relevant to fundamental studies of artificial life and life-like
systems. In general, the challenges of distributed control are brought about by
shared collective objectives of a multi-agent system (“team”), in which multiple
autonomous agents must cooperate in making distributed decisions in optimising
the overall team objective [41]. In addition, not all communications occur explicitly within well-defined channels. Instead, complex multi-agent behaviours
involve tacit interactions which can be characterised by implicit communications, including spatially long-range interactions with indirect effects. These
implicit interactions need to be properly accounted for within specific feedback
control loops.
Furthermore, multi-agent dynamics are often constrained by either changing
and partially unknown environmental factors or competing objectives of some
adversaries engaged in directly opposing activities. This is typical, for example,
in various team sports scenarios where some of the observable interactions cannot be simply reduced to algorithmic details of the agents, being affected by a
multiplicity of concurrent activities.
Many team games, real and virtual, include rich interactions occurring dynamically and shaping the course of the contest both locally and globally. While
the interactions within a team are usually constrained by cooperatively shared
plans and tactical schemes, the interactions across the teams are created by
opposing objectives of competing players. Generally, the interactions vary in
strength over time and/or space, manifesting some tacit correlations that often
are delayed in time and/or are long-ranged over the playing field.
Thus, distributed control of a multi-agent system, deployed in an adversarial
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environment, demands new techniques for identifying possibilities and features
of feedback control loops. For instance, changing team tactics during a contest
requires the team to quickly and coherently detect emergent patterns and regularities, quantify their strength and extent, and evaluate the potential impact
on the overall performance.
While explicit communication between agents has been effectively analysed
in robotic information gathering tasks [23], detection and quantification of implicit indirect interactions in distributed systems remains a challenge. This is
primarily due to inaccessibility of the logic and neural processing of the opposing players as well as noise in the environment, highlighting the need for generic
model-independent information-theoretic techniques.
Quantitative analysis of information-processing attributes of swarming in
particular is a rapidly expanding cross-disciplinary field, ranging from biology [12], to statistical mechanics [6], to swarm engineering [30, 46]. For instance, information transfer in a swarm of fish was quantified as the normalised
angular deviation of group direction, showing that transfer of information and
decision-making can occur in an animal group without explicit signals or individual recognition [12]. The maximum entropy model was used to establish
that local pairwise interactions between birds are sufficient to correctly predict
the propagation of order throughout entire flocks of starlings [6]. An intuitive
measure of information flow was used to identify behavioural strategy within
simulated swarms, demonstrating swarm plasticity in response to changing environments [46].
For instance, information cascades within a simulated swarm were quantified by considering dynamic synchrony in collective motion of swarm individuals
which do not exchange explicit messages [42, 70]. Specifically, the swarm’s collective communications were captured using conditional transfer entropy [70]. A
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follow-up study compared such collective communications within two different
swarms, one of which had a constraint imposed on the speed of its individuals [42]; and reported that the constrained swarm generated weaker information
cascades and had more difficulties in self-organising into a coherent state. We
build on such advances here to detect and analyse implicit interactions within
and between teams which are undertaking a specific collective task.

1.1

Networks for Multi-Agent Dynamics

The first problem addressed in this study is identifying interaction networks
that link together autonomous agents, without re-constructing the agents’ logic
and neural processing and using only the observational data, such as positional
(e.g. planar) coordinates and their changes. The problem is difficult as some of
the dependencies between agents are not discernible simply by correlating their
corresponding locations over time — one needs to take into account the possibly
directed nature of such correlations, where dynamics of one of the agents affects
the positioning of another [11].
Quantitative analysis, in particular using complex systems theory, is increasingly being used in team sports to better understand and evaluate performance [1, 69] and identify networks between players. One of the recent examples
is described by Fewell et al. [18] who analysed basketball games as networks,
where players are represented as nodes and passing density as edge weights: the
resulting network captures ball movement, at different stages of the game. Their
work studies network properties (degree centrality, clustering, entropy and flow
centrality) across teams and positions, and attempts to determine whether differences in team offensive strategy can be assessed by their network properties.
Strategic networks considered by Fewell et al. include only explicit interactions (such as passes) within a team, and not implicit or spatially long-ranged
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interactions, across teams.
Similar analysis was applied in the context of football as well, using passing
data made available by FIFA during the 2010 World Cup [45]. The study constructed a static weighted directed graph for each team (the passing network ),
with vertices corresponding to players and edges to passes, in order to provide
a direct visual inspection of a teams strategy. The passing network was visualised by placing the nodes in positions roughly corresponding to the players
formation on the pitch, and enabling and inspection of play patterns, hot-spots
and potential weaknesses. Using different centrality measures, the study also
determined the relative importance of each player in the game. This work, as
well as the previous study of Duch et al. [14] which constructed and analysed
networks with one node for shots on target and one for wide shots, are limited to static passing networks, and again do not reveal spatially long-ranged
interactions across teams.
Importantly, the multi-player dynamics of a football game was recently
shown to exhibit self-similarities in the time evolution of player and ball positioning [25]. Specifically, the persistence time below which self-similarity holds
has been estimated to be a few tens of seconds, implying that the volatility of
football dynamics is an intrinsic feature of these games. Taking such volatility into account, the investigation by Vilar et al. [69] proposed a novel method
of analysis that captures how teams occupy sub-areas of the field as the ball
changes location. This study was important in focussing on the local dynamics
of team collective behavior rather than individual player capabilities: when applied to football (soccer) matches, the method suggested that players’ numerical
dominance in some local sub-areas is a key to “defensive stability” and “offensive opportunity”. While the method rigorously used an information-theoretic
approach (e.g. the uncertainty of the team numerical advantage across sub-
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areas was determined using Shannon entropy), it was not aimed at and did not
produce interaction networks, either explicit or implicit.
In our study we use information dynamics: a recent methodology for analysis
of complex systems in general, including delayed and long-range effects in particular. It investigates the phenomenon of information processing (or computation)
in a systematic way, by uncovering and quantifying information-theoretic roots
of the most basic computational primitives: storage, transmission, and modification of information [31, 35, 36, 37, 38]. For instance, recent studies by Wang et
al. [70] quantitatively verified the hypothesis that the collective memory within
a swarm can be captured by active information storage: higher values of storage are associated with higher levels of dynamic coordination. Furthermore,
cascading information waves that correspond to long range communications are
captured by conditional transfer entropy [35, 36]. In other words, information
transfer was shown to characterise the communication aspect of collective computation distributed within the swarm.

1.2

Coherent Structure in Distributed Communications

The second problem we address is classifying coherent dynamic situations within
the multi-agent games, in the context of distributed communications. For example, during a game, each player (dependent on their tactical role) is engaged
in dynamics which are affected both by (i) the player’s history of actions (persistence or rigidity), and (ii) spatially long-ranged effects of other players’ actions
(sensitivity or responsiveness). Therefore, we may want to form an abstract
state-space with variables quantifying these features, and consider a structure
of this space, aiming to classify the games and game situations by identifying
coherent regions within the space.
In general, one of the defining feature of complex computation is a coherent
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information structure understood as some pattern or configuration appearing
in a state-space formed by information-theoretic quantities, such as transfer
entropy [57] and excess entropy [13]. The “information dynamics” state-space
diagrams are known to provide insights which are not immediately visible when
the measures are considered in isolation [37]. One example is a structure for a
class of systems (such as logistic maps) that can be examined by plotting average
excess entropy versus entropy rate while changing a system parameter [17].
Another example, is a characterisation of complexity of distributed computation
within the spatiotemporal dynamics of Cellular Automata (CA) via state-space
diagrams formed by transfer entropy and active information of the CA rules [37].
In this example, each point in the state-space quantifies both the communication
and memory operations of a cellular automaton.
Consequently, in addition to identifying implicit interaction networks, we
intend to adopt the methods of coherent information structure in classifying
repeatable collective dynamics in game situations. In doing so, we shall use
game dynamics produced within the RoboCup environment.

1.3

The RoboCup Initiative

During the last two decades, the RoboCup initiative has essentially superseded
chess as a benchmark for Artificial Intelligence (AI). RoboCup (the World Cup
of robot soccer) was first proposed in 1997 as a standard problem for the evaluation of theories, algorithms and architectures for AI, robotics, computer vision, and several other related areas [27], with the overarching RoboCup goal
of developing a team of humanoid robots capable of defeating the FIFA World
Cup champion team (the “Millennium Challenge”). From the outset of the
RoboCup effort it was recognised that RoboCup is different from the previous
benchmark (chess), in several crucial elements: environment (static vs dynamic),
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state change (turn-taking vs real-time), information accessibility (complete vs
incomplete), sensor readings (symbolic vs non-symbolic), and control (central
vs distributed) [4]. Since 1997, this ambitious goal has been pursued along two
general complementary paths [26]: physical robot league, and software agent
(simulation) league [44].
RoboCup 2D Soccer Simulation League specifically targets the research
question of how the optimal collective dynamics can result from autonomous
decision-making under constraints, set by tactical plans and teamwork (collaboration) as well as opponents (competition) [8, 28, 43, 51, 52, 53, 55, 60, 65, 71].
In answering this question it becomes important to measure the mechanisms for,
and to discover the patterns of, dynamic spatio-temporal interactions between
different players. In this paper we describe our approach to detection and quantification of dynamic interactions in simulated football games, produced during
RoboCup 2D Simulation League matches.

1.4

Contributions

The contributions of this paper are three-fold. Firstly, we further validate our
information-theoretic analysis of the RoboCup-2012 2D Simulation [11] with
most recent data-sets from RoboCup-2014 and new relative measures. Secondly,
we extend the analysis towards datasets that reveal asymmetric interaction networks; which, for the first time, discern and quantify a number of asymmetries
in the tactical schemes used by the teams. Thirdly, we produce novel statespace plots (coherence diagrams) which classify some repeatable multi-agent
situations within the games, by contrasting persistence of players’ actions with
sensitivity to behaviour of other players.
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2

Technical preliminaries

In this section, we introduce two fundamental information-theoretic quantities:
active information storage and transfer entropy. These measures are considered for stochastic temporal processes X, i.e., a sequence of random variables
(. . . , Xn−1 , Xn , Xn+1 , . . .) with associated realisations (. . . , xn−1 , xn , xn+1 . . .)
for countable time indices n.
The active information storage AX quantifies the information storage component that is directly in use in the computation of the next value of a process [38].
More precisely, active information storage is the average mutual information between the (semi-infinite) past state of the process and its next value:
*
AX = lim

k→∞

(k)

log2

p(xn , xn+1 )

+
,

(k)

(1)

p(xn )p(xn+1 )
(k)

where we have introduced the shorthand notation xn = {xn−k+1 , . . . , xn−1 , xn }.
In practice, one deals with finite-k estimates AX (k).
Transfer entropy is designed to detect asymmetry in the interaction of subsystems by distinguishing between “driving” and “responding” elements [57].
Specifically, transfer entropy captures information transmission from a source
Y to a destination X process as the average information provided by the source
variable Yn about the next destination variable Xn+1 in the context of the past
(k)

state of the destination Xn

[35, 57].1 Transfer entropy is computed as:
*

TY →X = lim

k→∞

(k)

log2

p(xn+1 | xn , yn )
(k)

p(xn+1 | xn )

+
.

(2)

Again, in practice one deals with finite-k estimates TY →X (k).
It is important to realise that information transfer between two variables
(l)

1 In general, one can consider a sequence of source variables Y
n , however we only consider
single variables because Yn is assumed directly causal to Xn+1 . See further discussion in [35].
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does not require an explicit communication channel, it rather indicates a high
degree of directional synchrony or nonlinear correlation between the source and
the destination. It characterises a degree of predictive information transfer, i.e.,
“if the state of the source is known, how much does that help to predict the
state of the destination?” [35].
Sometimes it is useful to condition the local information transfer on another
contributing process Z, considering the conditional transfer entropy [35, 36]:
*
TY →X|Z = lim

k→∞

(k)

log2

p(xn+1 | xn , yn , zn )
(k)

p(xn+1 | xn , zn )

+
.

(3)

and in practice we deal with finite-k estimates TY →X|Z (k). We may also utilise
temporally local values in order to trace the information dynamics over time,
e.g. identifying its peaks during specific moments (see [33]). In this paper we
employ the measures with a constant embedding dimension, and henceforth
omit the argument k unless necessary.

3

Tactical information dynamics

In order to estimate the strength of directed coupling between two agents we
compute the average transfer entropy between them during any given game. In
this section we will formally define the state-space of a game and describe the
information-theoretic measures above in this context as classifying the responsiveness and rigidity of a team.
We will be using the notion of a tactical formation which describes how the
players in a team are generally positioned on the field in terms of their roles (the
number of: defenders-midfielders-attackers), e.g., “4-3-3” formation with four
defenders, three midfielders, and three forwards. Of course, during a game, any
player may be drawn to a position fairly remote from its area of responsibility
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Figure 1: Motion trace diagram. A trace curve represents the motion of the left
midfielder (player 7) of the left team, during an entire game (solid yellow for
regular “play-on” time points, and dotted black for not “play-on” times, e.g.
free kicks). The role of player 7 is distinguishable as the left midfielder.

defined by the role (for instance, a defender may join a particular attack), but
in general the players tend to stay within their distinct areas, specified by some
prior configurations and/or distinguishable by spatial pattern matching, cf. Fig.
1. Hence, any dynamic coherence observed in the motion of players which are
spatially separated on the field due to their tactical roles (e.g., a midfielder of
one team and an opponent’s defender) can be interpreted as spatially long-range
implicit interactions.
A game g contains N time steps and is played between two teams X and Y
with M agents each. The dynamics of the game is captured by the realisation of
two sets of stochastic processes X = {X 1 , . . . , X M } and Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y M }, i.e.,
the movements of players in teams X and Y, respectively. The measurements of
each temporal process X is therefore a sequence of positional data (x1 , . . . , xN );
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in this paper we consider observations xn as the change in the 2D positional
vector of the agent. Note that in this work, we will use the terms process, agent
and player interchangeably depending on context.

3.1

Transfer entropy as player responsiveness

For each game g, the transfer entropy is calculated between each source agent
Y i and destination agent X j , in the context of some other dynamics Z, denoted
TYg i →X j |Z . In the remainder of this paper, the relative position of the ball is
always conditioned upon in order to compute the transfer entropy in the context
of the game, since this context is greatly affected by the ball trajectories in
football matches. We also define the average transfer entropy over a range of
source-destination pairs, targeting subsets Yα ⊆ Y and Xβ ⊆ X :2
TYgα →Xβ |Z =

X
1
|Yα ||Xβ | i

X

TYg i →X j |Z .

(4)

Y ∈Yα X j ∈Xβ

The average transfer entropy defined for specific subsets of team processes is
useful in considering distributed communications across agents with specific
roles (e.g. attackers and defenders in football).
Building upon the information dynamics measures, it is possible to investigate role-based behavior with complex interactions. In applying information
dynamics to the RoboCup 2D Simulation League we use the following definition:
Definition 1. Responsiveness of player X to player Y during the game g is
defined as the information transfer TYg →X|Z from the source Y (e.g. dynamics
of player Y ) to the destination X (e.g., dynamics of another player X), in the
2 We

note a subtle distinction here: TYg

α →Xβ |Z

is not equal to the multivariate transfer

entropy [34] from the set Yα to Xβ (conditioned on Z) as a whole in general, because of
dependencies within and across the sets. Were one wishing to measure such a multivariate
transfer entropy, then TYg →X |Z could be viewed as an approximation to it (ignoring these
α

β

dependencies) in order to avoid dimensionality issues.
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context of some other dynamics Z (e.g., the movement of the ball).
That is, the “destination” player X responds, for example, by repositioning,
to the movement of the “source” player Y . This may apply to many situations
on the field. For instance, when one team’s forwards are trying to better avoid
their opponent’s defenders, we consider the information transfer TYgd →Xa |Z from
defender-agent processes Y i ∈ Yd to forward-agent processes X j ∈ Xa , where
roles of the agents are determined by their placements in a given tactical formation. Henceforth, we omit the game index g and the condition variable B
when there is no ambiguity. Vice versa, the dynamics of the opponent’s defenders, who are trying to better mark our team’s forwards, are represented
in the information transfer TXa →Yd from forward-agent processes X j ∈ Xa to
defender-agent processes Y i ∈ Yd . These two examples specifically consider a
coupling between the attack line Xa of our team and the defense line Yd of
opponent’s team.

3.2

Active information storage as player rigidity

Our analysis also involves computation of the active information storage within
the teams. We can define the average active information storage over a range
of agents in a game g, targeting subsets Xβ ⊆ X :3
AgXβ =

X
1
AgX j .
|Xβ | j

(5)

X ∈Xβ

We characterise team’s rigidity AX as the average of information storage values
for all players of the team, according to the following definition.
per footnote 2, AgX is not equal to the collective active information storage as defined
β
for the multivariate set Xβ in general, due to dependencies between the variables. Again, were
one wishing to measure such a collective quantity, then AgX could be seen as an approximation
3 As

β

to it (ignoring these dependencies) which avoids dimensionality issues.
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Table 1: Tactical information dynamics measures.
Primitive

Transmission

Storage

Metric

Equation

δT (X , Y)

TY→X − TX →Y

δTa*d (X , Y)

TYa →Xd − TXa →Yd

δTm*m (X , Y)

TYm →Xm − TXm →Ym

δTd*a (X , Y)

TYd →Xa − TXd →Ya

δA(X , Y)
δAd (X , Y)
δAm (X , Y)
δAa (X , Y)

AX − AY
AXd − AYd
AXm − AYm
AXa − AYa

Description
Team relative
responsiveness (RR)
RR of defenders
to opponent attackers
RR of midfielders
to opponent midfielders
RR of attackers
to opponent defenders
Relative team rigidity
Relative defender rigidity
Relative midfielder rigidity
Relative attacker rigidity

Definition 2. Rigidity of a player’s dynamics is defined as the information
storage AX within a process X (e.g., the dynamics of player X).
The average information storage, or rigidity within a team AX , is high whenever one can predict the motion of some players based on the movements of their
past. In these cases, the players are not as independent of their previous movements as a complex or swarm behavior may warrant, making the dynamics less
versatile.
How much does a team’s rigidity and responsiveness contribute to a game’s
scoreline? To answer this question, one can analyse the correlation between a
g
number of measures and the scoreline δS g = SX
− SYg , where S g is the number

of goals scored by each team.
The utilised measures are relative, e.g., the relative team responsiveness δT
is calculated by comparing the transfer from team Y to team X to the transfer in
g
g
the other direction, i.e., δT g = TY→X
|Z −TX →Y|Z . Table 1 summarises different

relative measures, specified for different tactical roles in a typical football forma-
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tion. We would like to point out that we introduce here new relative measures,
expanding on the ones analysed in [11]. Specifically, the previous study [11]
compared attacking vs defending lines, that is, analysed TYa →Xd − TXd →Ya ,
while in this work we compare attacking vs attacking lines on the one hand,
TYd →Xa − TXd →Ya , and defending vs defending lines TYa →Xd − TXa →Yd on the
other hand. This change is addressing a different question of evaluating relative
performance of a specific tactical line (role). Note also that we use averaged
pairwise calculations in (4) and (5), as opposed to a multivariate approach (as
in [34, 39]). These two approaches are only equivalent if the individual player
processes are independent.

4

Interaction diagrams

We describe here another information dynamics tool, interaction diagrams,
which provide a simplified view of the strongest pairwise interactions into (Section 4.1) or out from (Section 4.2) each agent.

4.1

Information-sink diagrams

Once the game’s average transfer entropy TYg i →X j |Z is determined for each pair
(Y i , X j ), we identify the source opposing agent ı̂Y described by the process
Y ı̂ ∈ Y that transfers maximal information to process X j for the given agent j:

ı̂Y (j, g) = arg max TYg k →X j |Z .

(6)

1≤k≤M

Over a number of games G, we select the source agent ı̂Y (j) that transfers
maximal information to X j most frequently, as the mode of the set {ı̂Y (j, 1),
. . . , ı̂Y (j, G)}. Then, we consider the average information transfer between these
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two processes Y ı̂ = Y ı̂Y (j) and X j across all games:
G

TY ı̂ →X j |Z =

1 X g
T ı̂
.
j
G g=1 Y →X |Z

(7)

Intuitively, the movement of the source agent ı̂Y (j) affected the agent j
more than movement of any other agent in team Y. That is, the agent j was
responsive most to movement of the source agent ı̂Y (j). Crucially, when we
use the notion of responsiveness to another (source) agent, we do not load
it with such semantics as being dominated by, or driven by that other agent.
Higher responsiveness may in fact reflect either useful reaction to the opponent’s
movements (e.g., good marking of the source), or a helpless behaviour (e.g.,
constant chase after the source). Vice versa, generating a high responsiveness
from another agent may result in either a useful dynamic (e.g., positional or
even tactical dominance over the responding agent), or a wasteful motion (e.g.,
being successfully marked by the responding agent). In short, responsiveness
captured in the maximal transfer TY ı̂ →X j |Z detects a directed coupling from the
source process Y ı̂ to the responding process X j and at face value alone should
not be interpreted in general as a simple index for comparative performance. It
is, however, a useful identifier of the opponents’ source player that was affecting
a given agent j most.
Given a series of games, we identify the pairs “source-responder” by finding
the source agent for each of the agents on both teams (always choosing the
source among the opponents). The pairs (ı̂Y (j), j) identified for each agent j in
team X treated as a destination are combined in an “information-sink diagram”
D̂(Y, X ) = {(ı̂Y (jX ), jX ) | ∀jX ∈ [1, M ]}. The “information-sink” interaction
diagram D̂(Y, X ) visualises a directed graph with 2m nodes representing players,
with the edges representing all source-responder pairs, where a single edge is
incoming to every agent from the corresponding source. One may extend the
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diagrams by specifying the weight of each edge with the corresponding transfer
entropy.

4.2

Information-source diagrams

Similarly, having obtained the average transfer entropy during a game, TYg i →X j |Z
for all pairs, we identify the responder agent ̌X described by the process X ̌ ∈ X
that “received” maximal information from process Y i for the given agent i. Formally, for any game g:

̌X (i, g) = arg max TYg i →X k |Z .

(8)

1≤k≤M

Over a number of games G, we select the responder agent ̌X (i) to whom maximal information was transferred by Y i most frequently, as the mode of the series
{̌X (i, 1), . . . , ̌X (i, G)}. Finally, we consider the average information transfer
between these two processes Y i and X ̌ = X ̌X (i) across all games:
G

TY i →X ̌ |Z =

1 X g
.
T i
̌
G g=1 Y →X |Z

(9)

The pairs (i, ̌X (i)) identified for each agent i in team Y treated as a source
are combined in an “information-source diagram” Ď(Y, X ) = {(iY , ̌X (iY )) | ∀iY ∈
[1, M ]}.
The intuition in this case is the same as in the previous subsection — the
difference is that now we identify the highest responder agent, having selected
a source. In general, the agent i in team Y may be the most informative source
for the agent j in team X, but the agent j may be not the best responder to the
agent i among all possible responders in team X, and vice versa.
While an information-sink diagram reflects more where the information tends
to be transferred to, an information-source diagram tends to depict where the
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information is transferred from.

4.3

Information-sink and -source diagrams as efficient simplifications

Neither of the diagrams presents a complete “story”, highlighting only a small
part of the overall information dynamics. There are more comprehensive network diagrams, specifically known as effective networks or effective connectivity networks, which seek to infer a circuit model which can replicate and indeed explain the time-series of the nodes in the network [20, 58]. Such effective network inference is popular in analysis of data sets obtained from neural
recordings, and the transfer entropy is a well-utilised tool in this area (e.g.
see [10, 15, 16, 39, 40, 59, 62, 67, 68, 72, 73, 74]). Effective networks may be
constructed for example with the edges representing in descending order the
highest information transfers for all the pairs, retaining a given number of such
links, keeping the edges for the information amounts above a certain threshold,
considering higher-order interactions to remove redundant links and include synergistic effects, etc. — in these instances, some agents may have no incoming or
outgoing links at all. Furthermore, we note that information-sink and -source
diagrams ignore interactions within teams, and of course both these and full effective networks represent observational correlations rather than strict causation
(by specifically using a Wiener-Granger interpretation of causality).
Nevertheless, we believe that the interaction diagrams presented here are
valuable, as a simplified view of the full effective network representation of the
set of agents influencing and influenced by each other agent: they are particularly simple and easy to interpret, and crucially are computationally efficient.
Specifically, for an information-sink diagram every agent has an incoming edge,
and for an information-source diagram every agent has an outgoing edge, repre-
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senting the strongest respective in or outgoing interactions for that agent. Also,
these diagrams provide a significantly more efficient analysis than full effective
network inference, computing only O(M 2 ) transfer entropies rather than additionally examining higher-order interactions, and avoiding additional computations for statistical significance measurements. Such efficiency is a particularly
important consideration if such a method is to be used online during Robocup
games in the future.

5

State-space coherence diagrams

The study of Lizier et al. [37] diagrammatically demonstrated that more coherent structures in state-space plots can be observed in systems (Cellular Automata) with higher degrees of complexity. Motivated by methods described
in [37], we investigate coherent information structures observed as patterns in a
state-space formed by tactical information dynamics measures, aiming to reveal
structure in the relationship between the team’s rigidity and responsiveness.
Positional dynamics of each agent depends in general on their tactical role in
the game and are quantified by their responsiveness (measured by information
transfer) and rigidity (measured by information storage). These two measures
will specifically be used in forming the two-dimensional state-space, where relative responsiveness is plotted as a function of relative rigidity (see Table 1 for
definitions).
Identifying a coherent structure in the relationship between responsiveness
and rigidity allows us to classify coherent dynamic situations, in the context
of distributed communications. For example, dynamics of agents performing
in a specific role, such as attackers, may be characterised by both lower rigidity and lower responsiveness to opponent’s defenders than dynamics of other
agents. Coherence diagrams are intended to visualise such dynamic clustering
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in the state-space formed by the corresponding information-theoretic measures.
Furthermore, once these dynamic clusters are highlighted as sub-regions of the
space, it is possible to “zoom in” by considering correlations of the points within
these regions with the scorelines of the corresponding games, and identifying
which regions (clusters) map to more successful games.
In particular, we introduce two different state-space plots (coherence diagrams) intended to capture different spatio-temporal interactions across teams:
1) tactical information dynamics in relation to tactical roles (defender, midfielder, attacker); and 2) information dynamics partitions correlated with the
scorelines. The state-space diagrams for each team are produced by computing
the following state-space points: (δAd , δTa*d ), (δAm , δTm*m ) and (δAa , δTd*a ).
Then the first coherence diagram is given by plotting these points on the respective axes with a distinct colour for each tactical role, i.e. defenders, midfielders
and attackers (cf. Fig. 6.). Another coherence diagram is given for each tactical role by selecting the points corresponding to the roles, and colour-mapping
them with the corresponding scoreline δS (cf. Figs. 7 and 8.).

6

Results and discussion

To compute the measures described in previous sections, and produce interaction diagrams and state-space coherence diagrams, we carried out multiple
iterative experiments matching team Gliders [54] up against teams Cyrus [24]
and HELIOS [3], with the teams denoted by G, C and H, respectively. Gliders
were the runner-up (vice-champion) team for RoboCup-2014, while HELIOS
and Cyrus were fourth and fifth ranked teams.
All information-theoretic measures were computed using the JIDT toolkit [32],
with finite history lengths k = 1. For the information-sink and base diagrams,
kernel estimation was used with kernel width of 0.4 standard deviations of the
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data. For the state-space coherence diagrams, Kraskov-Stögbauer-Grassberger
estimation [22, 29] was used with K = 4 nearest neighbours.

6.1

Interaction diagrams

Figure 2 presents the information-sink interaction diagram D̂(C, G) and the
information-source interaction diagram Ď(C, G), built over 400 games between
Cyrus and Gliders. Analogously, Fig. 3 shows the information-sink interaction
diagram D̂(H, G) and the information-source interaction diagram Ď(H, G), built
over 400 hundred games between HELIOS and Gliders. The nodes in each
diagram are shown in positions roughly corresponding to the players formation
on the field, e.g., Gliders follow the 4-3-3 formation with four defenders playing
line defence, three midfielders and three attackers, whereas Cyrus and HELIOS
utilise one of the defenders (the player with the number 02) as a defensive
midfielder, thus loosely following 3-4-3 formation with four midfielders.
Perhaps most significantly, the interaction diagrams capture spatially longranged information transfer between agents. Transfer entropy accounts for information embedded in the source agent’s actions by conditioning on prior states,
thus allowing us to reconstruct diagrams that represent the implicit communication between source-destination pairs in a multi-agent system. In such a way,
we use transfer entropy to filter the observations of the agents and reveal latent
structures in the multi-agent dynamics.
Several interesting observations can be made. To some extent, the interaction diagrams exhibit lateral symmetry, which is expected given the symmetric
formations of the teams. However and perhaps more importantly, there are
some clearly asymmetric connections. For example, the most pronounced interactions are observed with all Cyrus players strongly responding to the motion of
the right centre-back of Gliders (player 03), which reveals the strong asymmetry
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(a) Information-sink diagram for Gliders (blue) and Cyrus (green).
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(b) Information-sink diagram for Gliders (blue) and HELIOS (yellow).

Figure 2: Information-sink diagrams. Arrows represent highest information
transfer between players. Grayscale colormap is used to indicate the strength of
transfer, varying smoothly from white (weakest) to black (strongest). Example
of the most pronounced interactions: all Cyrus players strongly respond to the
motion of the right centre-back of Gliders (player 03), indicating the strong
asymmetry of Cyrus tactics in preferring to play on their left wing.
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(b) Information-source diagram for Gliders (blue) and HELIOS (yellow).

Figure 3: Information-source diagrams. Arrows represent highest information
transfer between players. Grayscale is used to indicate the strength of transfer, varying smoothly from white (weakest) to black (strongest). Example of
the most pronounced interactions: all HELIOS players strongly drive the left
centre-back of Gliders (player 02), indicating the strong asymmetry of HELIOS
dynamics in preferring to play on their right wing.
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of Cyrus dynamics in preferring to play on the their left wing. This is a feature
which has been successfully exploited by Gliders in allocating suitable defensive
resources on this wing, resulting in a statistically significant performance gain
(an increase in the average goal difference from 1.55 ± 0.03 to 1.80 ± 0.02, over
more than 6000 games, i.e., an improvement of 16%). Similarly, all HELIOS
players strongly “drive” the left centre-back of Gliders (player 02), also highlighting the strong asymmetry of HELIOS dynamics in preferring to play on
their right wing. Again, this can be tactically exploited.
In Fig. 2(a) it is evident that the defenders are the most responsive of both
teams, showing that the games between Gliders and Cyrus unfold outside of the
midfield, cf. Fig. 4. On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) reveals a more disordered
responsiveness between the teams, indicating that a lot of interactions occur
in midfield during the games between Gliders and HELIOS. We also point out
that the highest information transfer value computed over the games between
Gliders and HELIOS (∼ 0.4 bits in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b)) is less than the
lowest value computed over the games between Gliders versus Cyrus (∼ 0.42
bits in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a)). This means that the Gliders and HELIOS
players are more independent in their respective motions on average.
Specifically, Gliders attackers mostly respond to Cyrus defenders, and Gliders midfielders and defenders respond most to the Cyrus central defender (player
03) which is typically moving across wider areas often playing a “sweeper” role4 .
This coupling is similar to patterns observed in Gliders and HELIOS dynamics; however, the interactions are generally weaker and are spread amongst more
players than just one central defender, because both HELIOS central defenders
take an active part in defending the area.
In summary, the findings demonstrate applicability of the information dy4 The

sweeper (or libero) is a more versatile centre-back who “sweeps up” the ball if an
opponent manages to breach the defensive line. This position is rather more fluid than that
of other defenders who man-mark their designated opponents.
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Figure 4: A white curve traces the ball motion during an entire game between
Gliders (left) versus Cyrus (right). Note the asymmetry in Cyrus attack, as well
as a significant ball trace outside of the midfield.

namics measures to analysis of dynamics of multi-agent teams, revealing the
player pairs with most intense interactions and the extent of the resultant dependencies.

6.2

Correlation with performance

In this subsection, we correlate measures of relative responsiveness (either tactical role-by-role or team overall), as well as rigidity, with the game scorelines,
and identify the tactical roles which impacted on the games more. That is, we
compute a correlation coefficient between a series of game scorelines and a series
of information dynamics values for a game. For clarity, we discuss mainly the
interpretation of the correlations in the context of the Gliders performance.
Table 2 presents the correlation coefficients between scorelines and various
information-based measures which were summarised in Table 1. Generally, the
observed correlations are consistent for all measures across both opponent teams,
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Table 2: Correlation of information dynamics measures with scoreline.
Team (Y)
Cyrus (C)
HELIOS (H)
Cyrus (C)
HELIOS (H)

δT (G, Y)
-0.601
-0.466
δA(G, Y)
-0.613
-0.683

δTa*d (G, Y)
0.607
0.455
δAd (G, Y)
0.223
0.380

δTm*m (G, Y)
0.338
0.616
δAm (G, Y)
-0.558
-0.703

δTd*a (G, Y)
-0.427
0.211
δAa (G, Y)
-0.616
-0.642

with the exception of δTd*a (G, Y), which differ in sign. All of the correlations
displayed in Table 2 are statistically significant at p = 0.01, one-tailed test
with Bonferroni correction for 16 comparisons. We begin our analysis with the
measures based on information transfer.
Overall, the higher responsiveness of a team to all opponent players is detrimental to their winning chances, that is, the more responsive Gliders are on
average to opponents, indicated by the higher δT (G, Y), the less positive is the
scoreline δS. However, when looking at tactical lines role-by-role, e.g. comparing the relative responsiveness of defenders to attackers between two teams,
we observe in general the opposite effect: higher responsiveness is an indication of winning. In particular, if the Gliders defenders are more responsive to
their immediate opposing line of Cyrus (or HELIOS) attackers than Cyrus (or
HELIOS) defenders are to Gliders attackers, i.e. TYa →Gd > TGa →Yd , then team
Gliders has a higher chance of winning. Similarly, the Gliders tend to win if its
midfielders are more responsive than their midfield opposition (either Cyrus or
HELIOS), i.e. positive δTm*m (G, Y) can be used as a precursor for a winning
prediction. This means that high relative responsiveness across tactical lines
is indicative of a behaviour positively contributing to the performance (e.g.,
defenders are successfully marking the opponent attackers, or midfielders are
successfully finding open zones amongst opponent midfielders in anticipation of
teammate passes using Voronoi diagrams [54]), while the overall high relative
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responsiveness across all players δT (G, Y) may suggest an adverse outcome, due
to an excessive unstructured dependence on the opposition.
The relative responsiveness δTd*a (G, C) is negatively correlated with the
scoreline, and deserves a separate explanation. The lower responsiveness TCd →Ga <
TGd →Ca means that Gliders attackers are less predictable in their response to
the opponent defenders than Cyrus attackers, and this opens up more scoring
opportunities. In other words, unpredictability of attackers’ motion is a positive
feature characteristic of an opportunity-seeking behaviour, unlike the responsive
tracking behaviour of defenders which are typically engaged in trying to actively
mark the opponents attackers.
The relative responsiveness for attackers δTd*a (G, H) is still positively correlated with the scoreline, and should be interpreted in the context of the interaction diagrams which indicated that in the games between Gliders and HELIOS
most of the action occurred in midfield anyway, and so the attackers are mostly
engaged in midfielder-like behaviours, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Hence it may
be expected that the high relative responsiveness of attackers in this contest is
still positively related to performance.
The rigidity of a team as a whole is also detrimental to their goal scoring
capabilities, as shown by δA negatively correlated to the scorelines in both
considered contests. This is an expected result for the team players which are
moving highly predictably with respect to their positional histories. An analysis
for each role reveals that rigidity of either midfielders (δAm ) or attackers (δAa )
is also negatively correlated with performance. However, rigidity of defenders
movements (δAd ) is a positive feature, consistent across both match-ups. This
can be explained by a specific tactical behaviour, employed by the team Gliders:
“line defense” which is highly dependent on an ability to create “offside traps”
by a simultaneous motion of all four defenders. This defensive tactic produces
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Figure 5: Motion trace diagram. A yellow-black trace curve represents the
motion of the centreforward (player 11) of the left team (HELIOS), during an
entire game (solid yellow for regular “play-on” time points, and dotted black
for not “play-on” times, e.g. free kicks). A white curve traces the ball motion
during the game. Note that the majority of both traces lies in midfield.
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more synchronous actions and results in a successful but predictable behaviour
of each player (on average), captured in turn by their rigidity. As long as this
rigidity is not exploited by the opponents, the performance is likely to remain
positively correlated.
The notion that the scoreline is correlated with a team’s information dynamics is an important consequence of this research. Considering Reichenbach’s
theorem, we can deduce that either: the scoreline causes information dynamics;
the information dynamics causes the scoreline; or, there is a common cause for
the two measures of performance. It is unlikely for the former two cases and
thus we conjecture that the information dynamics and scoreline are proxy to
an underlying cause. Further, our results support the hypothesis of intrinsic
motivation in psychology and reinforcement learning [9], whereby it is shown
that an embodied agent that is both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated is
more adept at problem solving. In the case of team dynamics, information dynamics is an intrinsic reward and scoring goals is extrinsic reward. This relates
to the work of Zahedi et al. [76], who used a linear combination of predictive
information to speed up the learning process of an embodied agent.

6.3

State-space coherence diagrams

Figure 6 shows tactical information dynamics, i.e., state-space coherence diagrams for all tactical roles, while Figs. 7 and 8 shows partitioned information dynamics: state-space coherence diagrams for specific tactical roles, colour-coded
with the scorelines.
Both state-space coherence diagrams in Fig. 6 clearly show separation among
three tactical roles: defenders, midfielders and attackers. Each tactical role is
clustered well in each of the contests. Defenders (shown in red) tend to have
low relative rigidity and low relative responsiveness. That is, defenders of the
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Figure 6:

Tactical information dynamics: state-space coherence diagrams of

relative responsiveness δT (G, Y) as a function of relative rigidity δA(G, Y), with
two opponents of team Gliders (G): team Cyrus (C) and team HELIOS (H).
In the diagrams, red points are used for relative responsiveness versus relative
rigidity with respect to Gliders’ defenders, with green points for Gliders’ midfielders and blue for attackers.
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(b) Midfielders to Midfielders: δAm (G, C) vs δTm*m (G, C) vs SG
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(c) Defenders to Attackers: δAa (G, C) vs δTd*a (G, C) vs SG

Figure 7: Partitioned information dynamics: state-space coherence diagrams
for specific tactical roles, with colour-mapping of the correlation with scorelines.
Relative responsiveness δT (G, C) is a function of relative rigidity δA(G, C) for
Gliders (G) versus Cyrus (C).
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Figure 8: Partitioned information dynamics: state-space coherence diagrams
for specific tactical roles, with colour-mapping of the correlation with scorelines.
Relative responsiveness δT (G, H) is a function of relative rigidity δA(G, H) for
Gliders (G) versus HELIOS (H).
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competing teams in each contest (Gliders vs Cyrus and Gliders vs HELIOS)
do not differ much in their rigidity and responsiveness, except that Gliders defenders are more responsive than Cyrus defenders. Midfielders (shown in green)
consistently occupy a well-defined narrow region showing that an increase in
relative rigidity is correlated with a decrease in relative responsiveness, in both
contests. Gliders midfielders appear to be slightly more responsive and less
rigid than HELIOS midfielders. Finally, attackers (shown in blue) are clustered
differently in two contests. In games between Gliders and Cyrus low relative
rigidity is correlated with a wider spread of relative responsiveness which tends
to be negative. In other words, when Gliders attackers are less rigid than Cyrus
attackers, they are also less responsive: this is indicative of their more explorative behavior around and within their opponent’s penalty area. This feature
is not observed in the diagram for Gliders vs HELIOS; moreover, there is a
correlation between relative rigidity and responsiveness similar to the one in the
midfielders’ cluster. This reinforces an earlier observation that in the games
between Gliders and HELIOS, the attackers often play in the midfield.
Importantly, these state-space coherence diagrams allow us to examine average role-based multi-agent dynamics across games, by clustering dynamic processes in an abstract state-space and identifying salient features of competing
tactical formations.
Now we turn our attention to information dynamics partitioned for each tactical role and their correlation with the scorelines. The partitioned diagrams in
Figs. 7 and 8 reveal how the differences in rigidity and responsiveness are consistently related to the performance, across both contests. For example, there is
a clear correlation between better performance and higher responsiveness and
higher rigidity of defenders, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and 8(a). As mentioned
earlier, a positive contribution of the higher rigidity is not counter-intuitive as
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it results from synchronous, and hence more predictable on average, movement
of each defender following the “line defense” tactic, enabling efficient offside
traps for the opposition. On the other hand, for the midfielders, there is a clear
correlation between better scorelines and lower rigidity as well as higher responsiveness, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and 8(b). That is, when Gliders midfielders are
less rigid or more responsive than their opponent’s midfielders, the Gliders team
tends to win. Finally, it is evident that when Gliders attackers are less rigid
and less responsive than Cyrus attackers, Fig. 7(c), the team benefits, while in
the games vs HELIOS the correlation with performance is mostly observed for
lower rigidity, Fig. 8(c). The difference between two contests is again due to
the fact that Gliders attackers are typically restrained to playing in midfield in
the games vs HELIOS.
These partitioned diagrams provide another useful tool in clustering the
multi-agent dynamics and classifying the games in terms of tactical behaviour.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we addressed two problems: (i) identifying interaction networks
that link together autonomous agents, using only the observational data without
re-constructing the agents’ control logic and internal behaviour; and (ii) classifying coherent dynamic situations within the multi-agent games, in the context of
distributed communications. The methodology is not aimed at explicit interactions within a team, but rather at implicit interactions, across teams, that may
be spatially long-ranged. The approach for constructing interaction networks
used a novel application of information dynamics analysing pair-wise interactions and role-based tactics, exemplified by RoboCup 2D Simulation League
games.
The interaction networks were demonstrated with two network sub-types:
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information-sink and information-source diagrams. In an information-sink diagram every node (every player) has an incoming edge, while in an informationsource diagram every node has an outgoing edge. These diagrams represent
simplifications to full effective network diagrams, and while they do not reveal
the full interaction structure they are significantly more efficient to compute,
and highlight the strongest of the interactions. Information-sink and -source diagrams were computed for two experimental set-ups that matched the RoboCup2014 vice-champion team Gliders [54] against two top-five teams, Cyrus [24] and
HELIOS [3], and showed, for the first time, a number of asymmetries in the tactical schemes used by the teams. These quantified asymmetries were used in
allocating suitable defensive resources by team Gliders, resulting in a statistically significant performance gain.
The follow-up analysis involved computation of information transfer and
storage used to quantify (relative) responsiveness and rigidity respectively. These
notions can be applied to individual agents, tactical roles of agents, and the
team overall. Both measures, relative responsiveness and rigidity, were correlated with the game results, pointing out important couplings in particularly
intense interactions across teams, and highlighting the tactical roles and field
areas where the game outcomes were mostly decided.
We then examined average role-based multi-agent dynamics across games via
novel state-space coherence diagrams which clustered the dynamic processes in
an abstract state-space. In our examples, the state-space plots identified several
salient features of competing tactical formations, providing a crucial step in
classifying the games in terms of tactical behaviour. In general, these diagrams
are useful when there is a need to cluster dynamic, rather than static, processes.
The information dynamics tools introduced in this paper are applicable in
several artificial life and biological scenarios, where an accurate estimation of
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the information-processing channels can reveal a computational structure underlying the emergence of collective behaviours.
It is worth pointing out several related simulation-based studies which used
information dynamics to identify leadership within a swarm, e.g. leaderships in
pairs of zebrafish [7], and covert leadership in a swarm of robots distinguished
by transfer entropy [64]. While a leader is defined as a swarm member that
acts upon specific information in addition to what is provided by local interactions [12, 63], a covert leader is treated no differently than others in the swarm,
so that leaders and followers interact identically [56]. By contrasting transfer
entropies across individuals, the study [64] was able to distinguish the covert
leaders from the followers by characterising the covert leaders with a lesser
amount of transfer entropy than the followers. Furthermore, perhaps counterintuitively, the leaders do not share more information with the swarm than the
followers. In the context of this paper, the followers may be seen as larger
‘information sinks’ than the leaders, highlighting another potential use of the
information sink diagrams.
Similar information dynamics measures have also been very recently used to
measure pairwise correlations in a biological swarm of soldier crabs [66], finding
that in smaller swarms the crabs tend to make decisions based on their own past
behaviour, whereas in larger swarms they make decisions based on behaviour of
their neighbours rather than their own.
One possible direction of future research is to investigate how each tactical
role could correspond to a different relation between rigidity and responsiveness,
and relate these to components of the information-theoretic measure of autonomy [5]. Ultimately, the analysis can be extended to include comprehensive
tactical planning and decision-making.
We believe that the methodology proposed in this paper would be useful
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not only in multi-agent team sports, but also in various analyses of distributed
dynamics, e.g., decentralised coordination [21, 75]; swarm engineering [42, 70];
and evolutionary robotics [19, 47, 48, 61].
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